**DESPIAU, Charles**  
Mont-de-Marsan, Landes 1874 - Paris 1946

*Margaret Stow Bruce*  
*Bust of Margaret Stow Bruce*  
1929  
bronze, ed. 1/3

bust  
object: 17 \( \frac{1}{2} \) x 11 \( \frac{3}{4} \) x 13; base: 5 \( \frac{1}{2} \) x / 5 \( \frac{1}{2} \)  
; with base: 24 x 11 \( \frac{3}{4} \) x 13 in.
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Credit Line: SBMA, Gift of Maria Ealand
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Comment

Margaret Stow Bruce was the wife of painter Howard Bruce.